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On October 30, 2005, the reconstruction of Dresden’s famed
-YH\LURPYJOLÄUHSS`YLHJOLKHULUK6YPNPUHSS`I\PS[IL[^LLU
1726 and 1743 by architect Georg Bähr, the Lutheran church
was, for two hundred years, the pride of the German city.
With its soaring, 96-meter-tall, 12,000-ton sandstone dome
HUK P[Z )HYVX\L ÅV\YPZOLZ P[ ^HZ UV[ VUS` [OL [HSSLZ[ TVZ[
distinctive building in Dresden, but also a worthy rival to MiJOLSHUNLSV»Z:[7L[LY»Z)HZPSPJHPU9VTL0U[OLÄUHSTVU[OZVM
the Second World War, the church was nearly demolished by
(SSPLKÄYLIVTIPUN0UY\PUZP[PUP[PHSS`ZLY]LKHZHUPUMVYTHS
monument to the destruction of the war, and in 1967, the East
.LYTHUNV]LYUTLU[KLJSHYLKP[HUVMÄJPHSTLTVYPHS[VJP]PSian victims.1 In the late 1980s, various groups began lobbying
1
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for the reconstruction of the Frauenkirche, each one proposing a different way of either incorporating the original structure into the new building or leaving it intact as a ruin. After
years of fundraising and debate, a decision was reached and
construction slowly began. Five and a half years ago, the landmark building was deemed complete, with the charred stones
of the ruined Frauenkirche neatly embedded within the overall structure of the shimmering new church.2
The reconstruction of the Frauenkirche raises many questions
about authenticity. Many tourists who now visit the church
fail to realize that it is not the eighteenth-century structure; for
[OLTP[Z`TIVSPaLZVUS`[OLILH\[`VM+YLZKLU@L[MVY[OVZL
who know the story of the building, it stands as an inauthentic symbol, what art historian Richard Shiff calls an “original
copy,” a hybrid of past and present, lying somewhere in between.3 Shiff argues that, in this age when objects are so easily
reproduced, the original idea matters more than the original
object. Thus, a replica of an innovative artwork or structure
Z[PSSJVU[HPUZ[OLVYPNPUHSP[`VM[OLÄYZ[]LYZPVU;OPZPZWYVISLTatic in the case of the Frauenkirche, where the original building
contained layers of history that a copy can never fully encapsulate. But what if a building has no authentic roots or history?
>OH[PMP[PZJYHM[LKMYVT[OLZ[HY[HZHUHY[PÄJL&;OPZSHZ[SPUL
of inquiry leads to the central focus of this paper: Sanderson
Miller’s eighteenth-century follies — new structures built to
look as if they are already in a state of deterioration — and
their status as exotic, temporally displaced objects.
A handful of scholars have explored Miller’s penchant for mimicking ruined thirteenth- and fourteenth-century towers and
castles throughout the 1740s-60s. In 1964, a doctoral candiKH[L PU HYJOP[LJ[\YHS OPZ[VY` H[ [OL <UP]LYZP[` VM *HTIYPKNL
H.W. Hawkes, wrote his dissertation on Miller. In his lengthy
study, Hawkes discusses Miller’s main works and the processChurches as War Memorials*OLHT:\YYL`!;OL(YJOP[LJ[\YHS7YLZZ 
2

;VSLHYUTVYLHIV\[[OL-YH\LURPYJOL»ZYLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUZLL!*OYPZ[PHUUL/LYtel, ¸)L`VUK 0U(\[OLUP[PJP[`!;OL *HZL VM +YLZKLU»Z -YH\LU-

kirche,” in Joan Ockman and Solomon Frausto, eds., Architourism: Architecture as a Destination for Tourism5L^@VYR
and Munich: Prestel Verlag, 2005), 42-50. In her essay on the reconstruction process, Hertel focuses on authenticity and symbolism. She argues that the manner in which the church was rebuilt ultimately constitutes a
destruction of historical consciousness and collective memory. She explains
that, though the old stones can currently be distinguished from the shiny new
ones, they will eventually all look the same, and the ruin will be subsumed
and forgotten completely.
3

9PJOHYK :OPMM ¸6YPNPUHS *VW`¹ Common

Knowledge 3 (Spring

1994): 88-107.
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es behind their designs, including the ongoing correspondence
between Miller and his various clients. Interested largely in
cataloguing Miller’s works, Hawkes concentrates more on the
IHJRHUKMVY[OIL[^LLUJSPLU[HUKHYJOP[LJ[[OHUVU[OLÄUHS
products of Miller’s efforts; he does not analyze the structures’
connotations or implications in a meaningful way.4 In a continued effort to make Miller more well-known, Hawkes went
on to decipher and edit the diaries that Miller kept during the
SH[LZHUKZHUK[OL`^LYLÄUHSS`W\ISPZOLKI`[OL
Dugdale Society in 2005. Similarly to Hawkes’s dissertation,
these diaries say more about Miller’s daily activities than his
artistic motivations. They chronicle everything from his reading of the Greek Testament in the morning to whom he dined
with in the evening, and though Miller passively mentions his
ongoing projects, he rarely seems engrossed in his own creations.5 The most interesting research on Miller has been done
in the last twenty years by various architectural and landscape
historians, including Jennifer Meir, David Adshead and David
Stewart, all of whom are concerned with the politics of the
amateur architect and his clients.
Though the forms and political nature of Miller’s mock ruins
have been examined, no one has seriously considered the follies as exotic objects. This paper will rectify this oversight by
HYN\PUN [OH[ [OV\NO [OLZL WOVU` Y\PUZ OLSK WVSP[PJHS ZPNUPÄJHUJLMVYHML^RL`ÄN\YLZTHU`LPNO[LLU[OJLU[\Y`]PL^LYZ
and most present-day ones, can view the buildings as the intersection of the picturesque and the exotic in the vein of cultural analyst Victor Segalen’s temporal exoticism and anthropologist Peter Mason’s notion of the decontextualized hybrid
as exotic. As such, this paper is less involved with a formal
analysis of Miller’s eighteenth-century ruins, the primary project of Hawkes and others, than it is with investigating them
from a new vantage-point. In exploring Miller’s three most
famous ruins — at Radway, Hagley, and Wimpole — within
the larger trend for picturesque gardens, as well as within the
framework of exoticist literature and theory, this essay offers
4

Hawkes’s dissertation aims for breadth over depth. His stated goal is to “catalogue the architectural work of Sanderson Miller” and document his correspondence with clients. Over 900 letters to Miller from his friends are kept at
[OL>HY^PJR9LJVYK6MÄJLHUK/H^RLZOHZYLWYVK\JLKTHU`L_JLYW[ZMYVT
them. The dissertation, “Sanderson Miller of Radway, 1716-1780, Architect,”
is available online at: http://www.sandersonmiller.com/architectural-work-index.htm, accessed January
29, 2011.
5

See Sanderson Miller and William Hawkes ed., The Diaries of Sanderson
Miller of Radway, Together with His Memoir of James Menteath (Bristol, UK:
The Dugdale Society, 2005). This diary, originally written in 1749-57, is full
of numerous abbreviations and symbols, making it somewhat cryptic. It discusses daily interactions more often than artistic intent; however, it still offers
valuable insight into Miller’s character.
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a new lens through which to view these oft-considered structures.
As Peter Mason explains in his book Infelicities, “The exotic is
produced by a process of decontextualization and recontextuHSPaH[PVU¯;V[OLL_[LU[[OH[[OPZÄ[PZPUMLSPJP[V\Z[OLL_V[PJPZ
never at home.”6 A structure in the style of a ruined medieval
tower built in the mid 1700s has been taken out of its original context and given a new one in a different epoch. In the
end, the structure is at home in neither the thirteenth nor the
eighteenth century. This itinerant quality affords Miller’s sham
ruins their various interpretations, including one that portrays
them as exotic in their inability to be neatly slotted into one
historical moment. Though the original medieval tower and
the “ruined” folly are both British, there remains a temporal
gap between the medieval context and the later eighteenthcentury sham. It is this distance that creates a degree of exoticism. As Mason explains, “Like a cosmetic, the exotic comes
in a variety of thicknesses. Roughly speaking, the distance between the original context and the new context into which
the exoticized object is inserted is a measure of its degree of
exoticism.”7 The distance here may be purely temporal, yet it
YLTHPUZ ZPNUPÄJHU[ MVY HZ :LNHSLU YLTPUKZ OPZ YLHKLYZ ¸L_oticism does not only exist in space, but is equally dependent on time.”8 Along with this temporal exoticism comes a
certain elusiveness; one cannot understand these structures
completely just by looking at them. This mysterious quality is
exactly what makes them attractive.
In order to slightly demystify Miller’s follies and the overall
[YLUKZ [OH[ LUJVTWHZZ [OLT 0 ^PSS IYPLÅ` JV]LY [OL OPZ[Vry of sham ruins and their place within picturesque English
landscapes. The earliest known faux ruins were built in the
classical style in the Duke of Urbino’s park at Pesaro, Italy, in
1530. Unfortunately, these ruins no longer exist, but about one
hundred years later, Bernini constructed the earliest surviving
mock ruins at Palazzo Barberini, in Rome, where he purposefully assembled a bridge lacking a keystone to create slippage.
Though there are other examples throughout Italy, France and
Germany, the vogue for sham ruins took off most dramatically in eighteenth-century England, where ruined or imperfect

6

Peter Mason, Infelicities: Representations of the Exotic (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1998), 6.
7

Ibid., 131.

8

Victor Segalen, Essay on Exoticism: An Aesthetics of Diversity (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2002), 18.
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structures were becoming an integral part of the picturesque
landscape.9
(JJVYKPUN[V)YP[PZOHY[OPZ[VYPHU*OYPZ[VWOLY>VVK^HYK¸5V
one invented the Picturesque. In retrospect, it can be unKLYZ[VVK HZ H JVUÅ\LUJL VM WOPSVZVWOLYZ WVL[Z HUK WHPU[LYZ^OVZLPKLHZÅV^LKPU[OLZHTLKPYLJ[PVU¹10 Beginning in
the early eighteenth century, the English landscape was transformed by a new appreciation for controlled wildness, which
was associated with the notion of British political freedom
(as opposed to French tyranny), and a desire to create physical landscapes that mimicked landscape paintings.11 The term
Picturesque, derived from the Italian word Pittoresco, literalS` TLHUZ ¸HM[LY [OL THUULY VM WHPU[LYZ¹ HUK HZ *OYPZ[VWOLY
Hussey, an early scholar of English landscapes and vernacular architecture, states, picturesque landscapes were meant to
“depict those aspects of nature that painters could see more
easily than ordinary men.” Hussey explains that the picturesque developed out of the Grand Tour, which became popular during the late seventeenth-century, taking many British
aristocrats to Italy, where they experienced Italian landscape
WHPU[PUNZM\SSVMY\PUZHUKZHSPLU[Q\_[HWVZP[PVUZMVY[OLÄYZ[
time. By 1730, according to Hussey, the vogue of the picturesque had taken hold, and thence passed gradually through
poetry, painting, gardening and architecture, changing humanity’s aesthetic relation to nature from intellectual to purely
visual. For Hussey, the picturesque was a necessary prelude
to the Romantic period as it shifted emphasis from reason to
emotion; it enabled the viewer to “form the habit of feeling
through the eye.” 12 This sentiment lead numerous eighteenthcentury poets and philosophers to articulate that an open,
seemingly unruly landscape was more visually pleasing than a
classically ordered one.
There are several precursors to the true picturesque landscape. In 1712, the poet Joseph Addison wrote “The Pleasures of Imagination” for the journal The Spectator. There, he
9

*OYPZ[VWOLY>VVK^HYKIn Ruins: A Journey through History, Art and Literature5L^@VYR!=PU[HNL)VVRZ
10

Ibid., 121

11

0U[OL[OPYK,HYSVM:OHY[LZI\Y`^YV[LOPZ3L[[LY*VUJLYUPUN[OL(Y[VY
Science of Design, in which he called for the creation of a national style based
on freedom and Whig oligarchy. This is cited in David Watkin, The English
Vision: The Picturesque in Architecture, Landscape & Garden Design (New
@VYR!/HYWLY 9V^! /V^L]LY>H[RPUHYN\LZ[OH[¸0[TH`ILTVYL
HJJ\YH[L[VZLL[OLWVSP[PJHSPU[LYWYL[H[PVUHZHYOL[VYPJHSQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUHM[LY[OL
event, rather than a guiding inspiration from the start.”(1)
12

*OYPZ[VWOLY/\ZZL`The Picturesque: Studies in a Point of View (London:
Archon Books, 1927), 4-5.
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explained his preference for wildness quite clearly: “I would
rather look upon a Tree in all its Luxuriancy and Diffusion of
Boughs and Branches, than when it is thus cut and trimmed
PU[V H 4H[OLTH[PJHS ÄN\YL¹13 Fourteen years later, the poet
John Dyer wrote his well-known elegy, “Grongar Hill,” which
approached an actual landscape as a sequence of framed imHNLZMVY[OLÄYZ[[PTL;OLVWLUPUNSPULVMLHJOZ[HUaHPU[YVduces a successive stage of Dyer’s ascent of Grongar Hill in
South Wales, so that the reader experiences the sensation of
controlled movement:
About his chequer’d sides I wind…
Now, I gain the mountain’s brow,…
Old castles on the cliffs arise,…
Below me trees unnumber’d rise…14
Dyer achieved with language what Italian painters had been
doing for centuries and what British landscape gardeners
would commence shortly thereafter: he created a landscape
that was meant to be experienced in distinct stages, with choreographed surprises scattered throughout. Dyer’s long meditation on Grongar Hill is purely descriptive of what he sees
and feels; like picturesque landscapes, it lacks analysis or philosophical intent. His pleasure, and thus the pleasure of the
reader, is experienced viscerally rather than intellectually, as
is the pleasure of exotic times and places.
Every respectable English gentleman required an expansive
landscape to titillate his guests’ senses, as travel to one another’s estates became more common in the mid-eighteenth
century. English garden historian Jennifer Meir explains that
slow and strenuous travel conditions required guests to stay
for many days at a time, during which time they would explore
the estate as a form of rural entertainment.15 With few available diversions, well-planned, emotive landscapes became
near necessities for England’s elite, many of whom were familiar with the ideas of philosopher Edmund Burke. As Burke
states in his Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas
of the Sublime and the Beautiful, encounters that direct the
viewer to thoughts of self-perpetuation are beautiful, while
13

Quoted in Woodward, 122. In stating his disdain for the tree “trimmed
PU[VHTH[OLTH[PJHSÄN\YL¹(KKPZVUPZYLQLJ[PUN[OLOPNOS`THUPJ\YLK-YLUJO
garden that had previously been in style in England as well.
 1VOU +`LY ¸.YVUNHY /PSS¹ ;OL 7VLT ^HZ ÄYZ[ W\ISPZOLK PU Miscellaneous Poems and Translations, compiled by Richard Savage in 1726. Excerpts of it are now available at: http://andromeda.rutgers.
14

edu/~jlynch/Texts/grongar.html, accessed February 2, 2011.
15

Jennifer Meir, “Sanderson Miller and the Landscaping of Wroxton Abbey,
Franborough Hall and Honington Hall,” Garden History 25, no. 1 (Summer
1997): 81.
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those that spawn thoughts of self-preservation are sublime.
16
)\YRL»ZPUÅ\LU[PHS[L_[^HZPTWVY[HU[PUOLSWPUNWLVWSL\Uderstand their reactions to natural phenomena, and it guided
garden designers in their manipulation of peoples’ emotions.
Following upon Burke’s discoveries, gardeners juxtaposed
beauty with the sublime to create landscapes that stimulated feelings of comfortable pleasure followed by awe, and at
times, even fear.
An important step in the blending of these two was the replacement of the wall, which had previously separated the
man-made garden from raw nature, with the less obtrusive
fosse, or ditch. In 1770, Horace Walpole deemed the destruction of the wall the cornerstone of modern gardening, for it led
[V[OLMYLLÅV^VMULH[S`THUPJ\YLKSH^UPU[VY\Z[PJJV\U[Y`H
Z[LWZVHZ[VUPZOPUN¸[OH[[OLJVTTVUWLVWSLJHSSLK[OLTº/H
/H»Z»[VL_WYLZZ[OLPYZ\YWYPZLH[ÄUKPUNHZ\KKLUHUK\UWLYceived check to their walk.”17 The creation of the Ha-Ha led
to the popularity of the picturesque landscape, which offered
visitors excitement and sparked a desire to explore that which
was not fully exposed. As Uvedale Price wrote in his 1794 Essay on the Picturesque: “The effect of the picturesque is curiosity…By its variety, its intricacy, its partial concealments, it
excites that active curiosity which gives play to the mind...”18
Like the exotic, the picturesque provokes questions only to
KLÅLJ[[OLTL]LU[\HSS`SLH]PUN[OLT\UHUZ^LYLK(Z4HZVU
16

Edmund Burke, Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the
Sublime and the Beautiful (Menston, England: The Scholar Press Ltd, 1970),
120-1. First published in 1759 by R. and J. Dodsley. Burke connects the
“beautiful” with notions of pleasure, attractiveness, gentleness, and self-propHNH[PVU^OPSLOL[PLZ[OL¸Z\ISPTL¹[VKPMÄJ\S[`WHPUMLHYHUK[OLPUÄUP[L
Though Burke’s book was not published until 1759, it is likely that many of
his ideas were circulating previously in the form of essays, and were thus
instrumental in the creation of earlier picturesque landscapes.
17

Horace Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting in England, vol. IV, ed. James Dallaway (London: Shakespeare Press, 1828), 263-4. Walpole further elucidates,
“How rich, how gay, how picturesque the face of the country! The demolition
of the walls laying open each improvement, every journey is made through
HZ\JJLZZPVUVMWPJ[\YLZ¹*VU]LYZLS`PUOLYHY[PJSL¸>PSKULZZPU[OL,UNSPZO
Garden Tradition,” environmental historian, Isis Brook, argues that the ha-ha
may also indicate a desire to dominate all of nature as opposed to merely
enclosed gardens.
Uvedale Price, An Essay on the Picturesque: as Compared with
the Sublime and the Beautiful (London: J. Robson, 1796), 53.
18

Excerpts of Price’s essay can be found in Harry Francis Malgrave, Architectural
Theory (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 307-12. Though Price was
instrumental in our present-day formation of the picturesque, his writings,
like William Gilpin’s, fall at the end of the eighteenth century, too late to
OH]LHMMLJ[LK4PSSLYHUKOPZJVU[LTWVYHYPLZ@L[[OL`TH`ILPTWVY[HU[[VH
nineteenth-century or modern interpretation of the ruins.
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explains, “The lure of the exotic is…to defer the gaze elsewhere, but to a site which is not a site.”19 This deferred gaze
occurs throughout the picturesque landscape, but is perhaps
nowhere more potent than in Sanderson Miller’s mock ruins.
Mason’s words can easily be applied to Miller’s work: “By assuming the form of a representation, [the object or the site]
acts as such without revealing that for which it stands…”20
Representing but not embodying the past, Miller’s ruins reveal
little about the Gothic era or the passage of time; instead, they
HYLKPMÄJ\S[[VWSHJL^P[OPUHJOYVUVSVNPJHSZJOLTLILJH\ZL
of their hybridity, which, as Mason explains, results in the creation of “a composite being which is incapable of attribution.
It cannot be placed within any existing scheme.” 21 Miller’s
sham ruins are complex due to their composite nature, unlike
real ruins, which provide clear-cut examples of Segalen’s temporal exoticism.
As an especially important aspect of picturesque landscapes,
veritable ruins are clearly attributed to the past. In their antique, crumbling status, they not only offer meaningful contrasts to new buildings, but they also generate a strong gut
response, immediately causing one to contemplate his or her
mortality.22 Upon visiting Rome in 1724, Dyer wrote a letter
home to his family in which he commented on the power of
ruins to evoke responses that an intact structure simply cannot:
There is a certain charm that follows the sweep of time, and I
can’t help thinking the triumphal arches more beautiful now
than ever they were…something so pleasing in their weeds
and tufts of myrtle and something in them altogether so greatly wild, that mingles with art…adds certain beauties that could
not be before imagined, which is the cause of surprise no
modern building can give.23
Many eighteenth-century English families had authentic ruins
on their estates — Henry VIII had seized the ruins of over 800
medieval abbeys and sold them all over the English countryside only two centuries before. Though these ruined fragments
were not approached with curiosity for at least 150 years, by
19

Mason, 163.

20

Ibid.

21

Ibid.

22

Many writers deal with the power of ruins and their value as memento
mori;^VL_JLSSLU[[L_[ZHYL!;OVTHZ14J*VYTPJRRuins as Architecture:
Architecture as Ruins (Louisville: Allen R. Hite Art Institute, 1999), and Rose
Macaulay, Pleasure of Ruins5L^@VYR!>HSRLYHUK*VTWHU` 
23

Quoted in Woodward, 123.
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the mid 1700s they were highly valuable, and those people
^OV^LYLUV[S\JR`LUV\NO[VV^UIVUHÄKLY\PUZVW[LK[V
erect imitations.
0U   [OL [^V LHYSPLZ[ )YP[PZO HY[PÄJPHS Y\PUZ ^LYL HZZLTISLK PU 2PUN (SMYLK»Z /HSS PU *PYLUJLZ[LY 7HYR HUK H[ -H^SL`
*V\Y[ULHY/LUSL`)`[OLSH[LLPNO[LLU[OJLU[\Y`V]LY[OPY[`
sham ruins had been constructed in English landscape gardens, most of them in the Gothic idiom, and many of them by
Sanderson Miller. Of these sham ruins, travel writer Rose Macaulay says: “Whatever building we see in decay, we naturally
contrast its present to its former state, and delight to ruminate
on the comparison. It is true that such effects properly belong
to real ruins; they are however, [also] produced in a certain
KLNYLL I` [OVZL ^OPJO HYL ÄJ[P[PV\Z¯¹24 Such ruminations
were supposedly encouraged by Miller and his clients, who
expected their follies to work according to the recently popularized “Theory of Association,” which stated that architecture
JV\SKILPU]LZ[LK^P[OTVYHSVYWVSP[PJHSZPNUPÄJHUJLSPURLK[V
historical events. According to founder of the Royal Academy,
Joshua Reynolds, architecture could trigger “the imagination
by means of association of ideas…as we have naturally a veneration for antiquity, whatever building brings to our rememIYHUJLHUJPLU[J\Z[VTZHUKTHUULYZZ\JOHZ[OL*HZ[SLZVM
[OL)HYVUZVMHUJPLU[*OP]HSY`PZZ\YL[VNP]LKLSPNO[¹25
Various scholars have argued that sham ruin builders were attempting to conjure these sorts of associations, for, in the mideighteenth century, medieval defensive architecture was mentally linked to notions as diverse as political independence,
JOP]HSY`HUK,UNSHUK»Z*H[OVSPJWHZ[(YJOP[LJ[\YHSOPZ[VYPHUZ
David Stewart and David Adshead have differing opinions regarding the political nature of Miller’s follies. In Stewart’s article about the erection of Gothic sham ruins following the Jacobite rebellions of 1715 and 1745, he argues that these ruins
^LYL WYVK\JLK HZ ¸H[[HJRZ VU ,UNSHUK»Z *H[OVSPJ HUK IHYVnial past...they were monuments of ridicule and images of just
destruction.”26 He describes how the Jacobite rebellions — a
ZLYPLZVMTPSP[HY`JHTWHPNUZH[[LTW[PUN[VYLZ[VYL[OL*H[OVlic Stuart monarchs to the thrones of Scotland and England —
prompted a fear of the return of papal power to England, and
thus a return to the Gothic past.
24

Macaulay, 29. She goes on to explain that, “...though the impressions are
not so strong, they are exactly similar.”
25

Joshua Reynolds is quoted in David Adshead, “The Design and Building of
[OL.V[OPJ-VSS`H[>PTWVSL*HTIYPKNLZOPYL¹The Burlington Magazine 140,
no. 1139 (February 1998): 76.
26

+H]PK:[L^HY[¸7VSP[PJHS9\PUZ!.V[OPJ:OHT9\PUZHUK[OLº¹The Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 55, no. 4 (December 1996): 400.
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For enlightened Whigs, a reversion to feudalism and a faithbased government was not only antithetical to their belief system, but a reactionary move that threatened to extinguish cen[\YPLZ VM WYVNYLZZ ;O\Z HM[LY [OL ÄUHS 1HJVIP[L \WYPZPUN ^HZ
quashed in 1745, Stewart asserts, “Gothic sham ruins stood,
not in praise of medieval culture, but as a warning to those
who might attempt to rebuild a culture of abbeys and divine
right kings.”27 By showing it in ruins, present leaders were
proving their own triumph over and opposition to the past.
*VU]LYZLS`+H]PK(KZOLHKHYN\LZ[OH[TLKPL]HSKLMLUZP]LHYchitecture was appropriated partially out of an admiration for
the baronial past. He contends that faux castles were meant
to “evoke the freedoms…of a chivalrous, provincial nobility
whose struggle for political liberty had resulted in the signing
VM[OL4HNUH*HY[H¹28
In truth, it seems that each of Miller’s follies needs to be examined as a separate entity, replete with its own style, inten[PVUZHUKHZZVJPH[PVUZ4PSSLY»ZÄYZ[Y\PUVMUV[LPZ[OL[V^LY
that he built on his own Edgehill Estate in Radway Grange,
Warwickshire, which he inherited at the age of 20. Raised by
a prosperous Branbury wool merchant, Miller was fortunate
enough to attend Oxford University, where he was afforded
access to the upper crust of British society, individuals who
would later become his friends and patrons.29 It was at Oxford that Miller acquired a romantic nostalgia for the medieval period and the seventeenth century after studying under
the Jacobite William King at St. Mary Hall. He knew that King
*OHYSLZ0HUKOPZYV`HSPZ[[YVVWZOHKWHZZLK[OYV\NO9HK^H`
on their way to victory in the 1642 battle of Edgehill, and as
an antiquarian, he was eager to bring out the historical associations of his land. When Miller was twenty-two, he built a
]PL^PUNWSH[MVYTMYVT^OPJO[VZ\Y]L`[OLÄLSKVMIH[[SLHUK
PUOLI\PS[,NNL*V[[HNL^OPJOYLZLTISLZ[OLYLTHPUZ
of a great fortress with round corner bastions and small gothic
windows.30@L[[OLTVZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[PTWYV]LTLU[[OH[4PSSLY
made to his estate was the construction of his tower, begun in
^OPJOZ[HUKZVU[OLL_HJ[WSHJL^OLYL2PUN*OHYSLZ0PZ
reputed to have raised his sword, charging his men on in the
name of absolute monarchy.31
27

Ibid., 400.

28

Adshead, 76.
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Mier, “Sanderson Miller,” 81.

30

Hawkes, 26. Hawkes mentions that Miller would have built more had he
not been hampered by a lack of funds early on.
31

Watkin, 50.
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*VTWSL[LKPU,KNLOPSS;V^LYPZVJ[HNVUHS^P[O.V[OPJ
niches and associated ruins.32 Modeled upon the fourteenthJLU[\Y`.\`»Z;V^LYVMULHYI`>HY^PJR*HZ[SL4PSSLY»Z]LYsion was interiorly decorated with the heraldry of the old Saxon heptearchy and shields of local noble families.33 Originally,
the tower stood alone, but in 1749, a ruinous wall, shattered
and punctuated with a variety of medievalized windows, was
erected alongside it. The wall is praised by Reverend Richard
Jago in his laudatory poem, “Edge Hill:” the “mould’ring wall,
well taught to counterfeit the waste of time, to solemn thought
excite, and crown with graceful pomp the shaggy hill.”34 It was
also well-received by the many guests that Miller entertained
at his home in formal and informal gatherings throughout the
early l750s.35
On September 3, 1750, Miller held a grand ball to celebrate
[OLVWLUPUNVMOPZ[V^LY;OPZKH[LPZZPNUPÄJHU[MVYP[THYRLK
[OL HUUP]LYZHY` VM 6SP]LY *YVT^LSS»Z KLH[O ^OPJO VJJ\YYLK
PUH]PJ[VYPV\ZIH[[SLHNHPUZ[[OL:[\HY[2PUN*OHYSLZ0:PY,Kward Turner acknowledged Miller’s diplomacy in selecting
this date, which suited people of all political persuasions, for
¸VU[OH[KH`*YVT^LSSNSVYPV\ZS`JHYYPLKOPZ[^VTVZ[PTWVYtant victories and did his country the pleasure to quit this life
in a storm.”36 The ambiguity inherent in Miller’s choice of date
has caused many scholars to question Miller’s motivation and
political leanings. While Hawkes, Meir and Adshead assert
[OH[4PSSLY^HZHYV`HSPZ[Z`TWH[OPaLYÄSSLK^P[OHKLLW]LUeration for Britain’s past, Stewart argues that the tower stands
MVY*YVT^LSS»Z]PJ[VY`V]LY*H[OVSPJY\SL)HZLKVUOPZIHJRground at Oxford and upon his daily diary entries, it is clear
that Miller was a religious man who read the bible every morning, and as such, it seems likely that he would have seen little
problem with the notion of papal authority.37 Furthermore, his
respect, as opposed to contempt, for the past is evidenced in
the fact that the intact tower was constructed before the ru32

Edgehill Tower still stands today. Photographs of it and other follies discussed in this article are available on Google Images.
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Mier, “Sanderson Miller,” 84.
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Jago’s poem is quoted in Hawkes, 28.
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Miller’s many visitors are mentioned in his numerous diary entries.
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Turner is quoted in Hawkes, 27.
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Miller, Diaries. At the beginning of nearly every diary entry, Miller writes,
“Read Greek testament.” Though daily bible reading may have been a regular
occurrence for men of various political leanings, the fact that Miller mentions
his religious observance more often than his architecture is telling. However,
4PSSLYUL]LYJSHYPÄLZ^OL[OLYOLPZ7YV[LZ[HU[VY*H[OVSPJHKPZ[PUJ[PVU[OH[
certainly would have affected his views on papal power.
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ined wall, suggesting that his nostalgia for medievalism took
precedence over his desire to show it in shambles. However, it
is also possible that Miller lacked strong political inclinations,
and his inclusion of both intact and ruined medieval structures
was a playful attempt to appeal to all visitors.
Indeed, Miller’s contemporaries read his construction as they
ZH^ Ä[ HUK TVZ[ PU[LYWYL[LK P[ HZ H WVSP[PJHS YH[OLY [OHU H
picturesque, object. After attending Miller’s opening gala, Sir
Edward Turner, a Whig, wrote to Miller propositioning him to
build a folly. “May there be no repetition of the storm which at[LUKLK*YVT^LSS»ZKLWHY[\YL¹OLL_JSHPTLK¸+V^UPZMHSSLU
fallen, fallen the Gothic! … If you are not too deeply engaged,
come and deplore the ruin of my Ruins.”38 Miller obliged, free
of charge. When Richard Jago wrote “Edge Hill” in 1767, he
praised the ruined wall, as mentioned above, but condemned
the Gothic age for its “tyranny, intemperance, and warfare of
its barons.”39 The fact that he arrived at this outrage after looking at Miller’s creation is telling: for Jago, Turner, and presumably others, the structure symbolized a denunciation of the
Gothic era, yet, as already discussed above, the architectural
object sends a mixed message.
This contradictory double-meaning lends Miller’s structure its
appeal; it prevents viewers from neatly aligning the building
with one end of the political spectrum or with a certain way of
life. It is a hybrid not only of two time periods, but also of differing political beliefs, which clash to create a deferral of understanding. While Miller’s contemporaries read the building
LP[OLY HZ L\SVNPaPUN VY KPZWHYHNPUN [OL WHZ[ [OL [^LU[`ÄYZ[
century observer, who lacks an investment in Whig or Jacobite ideology, has more trouble classifying it tidily. The tower
and its wall become a mysterious, incongruous pair; in line
with Mason’s notion of the exotic, Miller’s hybrid is at home
PUULP[OLYWVSP[PJHSJHTWUVYPUHZWLJPÄJOPZ[VYPJHSWLYPVK
Other sham ruins constructed by Miller are more politically didactic, both because of their form and what we know
about their patrons’ beliefs. George Lyttleton, who commissioned Miller to design a baronial style Gothic sham ruin, vocally reproached England’s gothic era and frequently called
for the “destruction of feudal tyranny.”40 The castle ruin that
Miller erected at Lyttleton’s Hagley estate, in 1749, included a
round, rather than octagonal tower, with special gothic chairs
in its interior and a spectacular view from the top. Incidentally, many of the stones used to build the new tower came
38

Turner is quoted in Stewart, 403.
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Quoted in Stewart, 403.

40

Stewart, 403.
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from real Gothic ruins nearby, making Lyttleton’s contempt for
the past all the more palpable and creating a literal amalgam
of new and old. Mason writes that in situations of disavowal,
“the trace of what is disavowed is not repressed but repeated
as something different — a mutation, a hybrid.”41 This is true
of Lyttleton’s folly, which, when read through the eyes of its
owner, seems to openly disavow England’s past by appropriating and challenging it through an early use of détournement.42
Though the castle is a reiteration of a medieval structure, due
to deferral in time and elements of intentional deterioration, it
takes on a very different connotation from the type of building it mimics. Formally a piece of England’s feudal past, the
folly’s meaning belongs to the eighteenth century, making it a
strange cross-breed that can be read in many ways, depending upon what its viewers choose to notice. Horace Walpole,
a fan of the Gothic style, praised the tower for its aesthetic
appeal, writing that he “wore out [his] eyes with gazing, [his]
feet with climbing, and [his] tongue and [his] vocabulary with
commending.”43@L[3VYK/HYK^PJRL^OVWSH`LKHKPYLJ[YVSL
PUW\UPZOPUN[OL1HJVIP[LZHM[LY[OL\WYPZPUNVMºI`ZPNUPUN
the Acts of Parliament, which abolished all baronial institutions, saw the castle for only its political associations. Upon
seeing the Hagley castle, Hardwicke immediately contacted
Miller (via Lyttleton) and asked for his own version to be built
at his estate in Wimpole. In his letter, Hardwicke requested:
“No house or even a room in it, but merely the walls and semblance of an old castle to make an object from [his] house.”44
Thus, he established the ruin’s status as a decorative, symbolic
piece rather than a useful structure. Lacking a practical purpose, the Wimpole folly is most interesting today as a picturesque object, acting as a pure visual stimulant.
Though Miller enthusiastically drew up plans for the Wimpole
castle in the early 1750s, by the time Hardwicke was ready
for construction in 1767, Miller was mentally unstable, leaving
the construction of the folly to the family’s landscape archi[LJ[3HUJLSV[¸*HWHIPSP[`¹)YV^UHUK[OLHYJOP[LJ[1HTLZ,Z-

41

Mason, 161.
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/LYL0\ZL[OL[^LU[PL[OJLU[\Y`KLÄUP[PVUVM¸KL[V\YU¹TLHUPUN[V\ZLHU
element with an established connotation in a way that contradicts that meaning. As per Lyttleton’s suggestions, Miller took the meaning of the medieval
JHZ[SLHUKºKL[V\YULK»P[I`ZOV^PUNP[PUHY\PULKZ[H[L
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Quoted in Adshead, 77. These letters are also mentioned in Hawkes’s dissertation and in Miller’s own diary, yet Miller’s mention of them is rather difÄJ\S[[VMVSSV^HUK(KZOLHK»Z[YHUZSH[PVUPZ[OLJSLHYLZ[
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sex.45 When the folly was complete, Lady Grey, Hardwicke’s
wife, complained to her daughter about Brown’s alterations to
Miller’s original plan:
The tower is better for being raised, but
with the additions Mr. Brown has quite
JOHUNLKV\YWSHU¯;OH[PZOLOHZº<Upicturesqued’ it by making it a mere
continuous solid object, instead of a
Broken one.46

Other family and friends were pleased with the folly; two
`LHYZHM[LYP[ZJVTWSL[PVU(NUL[H@VYRL^YV[L[V3HK`.YL`!
¸;OV\NO 0 ZH^ [OLT ILN\U HUK ÄUPZOLK 0 JHU ZJHYJL WLYZ\HKL T`ZLSM [OH[ [OL` HYL HY[PÄJPHS¹47 These remarks shed
light on the true nature of the Wimpole folly. Though it may
have held important political associations for Hardwicke, for
his wife and her friends, the ruin was purely a picturesque object, aimed at provoking the imagination, creating a sense of
surprise and possibly even fear of one’s own impending decline. Though its contrived nature was documented and openly admitted, the structure was still meant to be experienced as
an authentic ruin.48
In hindsight, Wimpole’s folly might be the most clear-cut of
Miller’s main works. By the time of its completion in 1772,
the fear of Jacobite uprisings had faded into the past and Whig
ideology — a belief that parliament should control the king
and not vice versa — was fully entrenched. A romanticized
vision of England’s past was already beginning to surface and
the true Gothic revival was on the horizon. As such, follies did
not need to carry political weight; it was enough for them to
be created simply as picturesque objects to be gazed upon
from afar. Devoid of its political associations, the Wimpole
folly acts most like a true ruin, embodying Segalen’s notion
45

For more information on Miller’s mental and physical illness, see the introK\J[PVU[VOPZKPHYPLZ/H^RLZWSHJLZ4PSSLY»ZÄYZ[ZL]LYLTLU[HSJVSSHWZLPU
1759, after which Miller was sent to a private insane asylum in Hoxton (41).
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Quoted in Adshead, 81.
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Quoted in Adshead, 83.
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This raises the possibility that the ruin was built as a means of adding pedigree to Hardwicke’s estate, which lacked real ruins. Hardwicke, who had
risen through the governmental ranks rather quickly, had little familial status,
and ruins were sure to add a sheen of patina to his new money. Though this
motivation is certainly plausible, it does not seem probable, given the fact that
the ruin’s inauthenticity was frequently mentioned by Hardwicke’s own family
members. Instead, it seems more likely that Hardwicke and his wife wanted
to create a picturesque object that also carried political associations for some
of his political allies.
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of temporal exoticism, even if it does so through fabricated
means.
In his thought-provoking work, In Ruins: A Journey Through
History, Art, and Literature, Woodward notes that ruins are
generally more interesting for the puzzles they present than
the truths they unveil. Even if he is correct, there seems to be
something particularly disingenuous about Miller’s structures,
which, as a whole, attempted to capitalize upon their own hybridity. The faux ruins played on viewers’ knowledge of their
newness and the political associations it carried, while still
wanting to evoke a reverence that is generally reserved for authentic antiquities. Towards the end of his book, Woodward
muses: “a ruin is placed in juxtaposition with a new buildPUNPUVYKLY[V[LSSHZ[VY`HK`UHTPJ]LYZPVUVMºILMVYLHUK
after.’”49@L[PU4PSSLY»ZY\PUZ[OLKPHSVN\LPZPU[LYUHS[OLQ\_taposition is self-contained.
Like the Frauenkirche, the sham ruins of Radway, Hagley and
Wimpole exist as exotic crossbreeds, embodying two distinct
time periods and varying ideologies. As Mason aptly states,
[OLL_V[PJ¸PZUV[ZVTL[OPUN[OH[L_PZ[ZWYPVY[VP[ZºKPZJV]LY`»
It is the very act of discovery which produces the exotic as
such.”50 This is particularly true of Miller’s eighteenth-century British follies, which only become exotic when one learns
of their confounding counterfeit nature. The deeper one digs,
the more he or she learns of the ruins’ ability to embody multiple contradictions--old and new, medieval and enlightened,
UVZ[HSNPJHUKJYP[PJHS-VY[OL[^LU[`ÄYZ[JLU[\Y`]PL^LYLZpecially, it is this paradoxical nature that makes Miller’s work
both unsettling and enticing.
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